
Chemistry Main Lesson  - 
Combustion and the Carbon Cycle Class 7B 

Thursday 21 Activities

Now we have reached the last actual achool day before half term. We will be 
continuing with other aspects of Chemistry after half term. Today please 
complete as much as you can of work up to this point, including your 
explorer project. 

For your Chemistry work from yesterday I would like you to write in your ML book on
a new page your 20 observations and an illustration of a burning candle which 
you observed yesterday. We do not have to decribe this an an experiment today as I
am asking you more to train your power of observation. That said, please 
underneath or next to your list of observation write a new paragraph indicating how 
the candle burning demonstrates  the triad of FUEL -OXYGEN - HEAT

Here are 4 Candle experiments:

I am sending a link to a video. 

There are four experiments. Watching the video demonstrations will 
help you to do the experiments yourself. Have fun! After doing each 
experiment please write up in rough form in your notebook  - 
Equipment, Procedure, Observation and Conclusion

1. Geometry in a flame

Materials: you will need a candle and a piece of paper

2. Consuming oxygen

Materials: you will need a shallow bowl, a tea light and matches, a
narrow glass to cover the candle, water (about 60-100 ml 
depending on the size of the bowl, the tea light must not float at 
the set up stage or be submerged)

3. Carbon dioxide release experiment

Materials: You will need bicarbonate of soda as used in baking, a 
small bowl, a tea light, matches and vinegar.

4. Jumping flame Materials: a candle and a match.

Watch the videos to see how to set up each experiment. Have Fun – Be 
careful! 


